Enhanced brainstem phase-locking in low-level noise reveals stochastic resonance in the frequency-following response (FFR)
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ABSTRACT

In nonlinear systems, the inclusion of low-level noise can paradoxically improve signal detection, a phenomenon known as stochastic resonance (SR). SR has been observed in human hearing whereby sensory thresholds (e.g., signal detection and discrimination) are enhanced in the presence of noise. Here, we asked whether subcortical auditory processing (neural phase locking) shows evidence of SR. We recorded brainstem frequency-following-responses (FFRs) in young, normal-hearing listeners to near-electrophysiological-threshold (40 dB SPL) complex tones composed of 10 iso-amplitude harmonics of 150 Hz fundamental frequency (F0) presented concurrent with low-level noise (+20 to −20 dB SNRs). Though variable and weak across ears, some listeners showed improvement in auditory detection thresholds with subthreshold noise confirming SR psychophysically. At the neural level, low-level FFRs were initially eradicated by noise (expected masking effect) but were surprisingly reinvigorated at select masker levels (local maximum near ~ 35 dB SPL). These data suggest brainstem phase-locking to near threshold periodic stimuli is enhanced in optimal levels of noise, the hallmark of SR. Our findings provide novel evidence for stochastic resonance in the human auditory brainstem and suggest that under some circumstances, noise can actually benefit both the behavioral and neural encoding of complex sounds.

1. Introduction

Noise is typically considered to be unpleasant, loud, and disruptive, particularly for speech communication. However, under some circumstances, the addition of low-level noise can be beneficial to aspects of hearing (e.g., tinnitus masking treatments; sleep aids). A salient example of noise-related improvements in auditory processing (e.g., signal detection, discrimination), is a phenomenon known as stochastic resonance (Moss et al., 2000). Stochastic resonance (SR) was first used to explain the presence of noise-related improvements in auditory processing (neural phase locking) shows evidence of SR. We recorded brainstem frequency-following-responses (FFRs) in young, normal-hearing listeners to near-electrophysiological-threshold (40 dB SPL) complex tones composed of 10 iso-amplitude harmonics of 150 Hz fundamental frequency (F0) presented concurrent with low-level noise (+20 to −20 dB SNRs). Though variable and weak across ears, some listeners showed improvement in auditory detection thresholds with subthreshold noise confirming SR psychophysically. At the neural level, low-level FFRs were initially eradicated by noise (expected masking effect) but were surprisingly reinvigorated at select masker levels (local maximum near ~ 35 dB SPL). These data suggest brainstem phase-locking to near threshold periodic stimuli is enhanced in optimal levels of noise, the hallmark of SR. Our findings provide novel evidence for stochastic resonance in the human auditory brainstem and suggest that under some circumstances, noise can actually benefit both the behavioral and neural encoding of complex sounds.
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level of noise improved tone detection and frequency discrimination thresholds in individuals with normal and electrical hearing (e.g., cochlear/brainstem implants). These benefits of noise on behavior have been replicated in other psychophysical studies using a variety of tasks (Ries, 2007; Shepherd and Hautus, 2009; Ward et al., 2001).

Electrophysiological studies have shed light on possible neural manifestations of these behavioral SR effects. Neural recordings in animals show SR at the level of first-order sensory neurons in crayfish (Douglas et al., 1993), cricket (Levin and Miller, 1996), shark (Braun et al., 1994), and rat (Collins et al., 1996b). SR has also been observed via noise-related increases in phase locking of cochlear nerve fiber activity in Mongolian gerbils (Henry, 1999). In humans, neurotransmitter (i.e., MEG) recordings from auditory cortex show increased correlation between single-trial evoked potentials and grand average responses recorded to near-threshold tones (6 dB SL) in optimal noise levels compared to no-noise conditions (Stufflebeam et al., 2000). Similarly, Ward et al. (2010) found that optimal noise enhanced the 40-Hz auditory cortical response and alpha/gamma neural synchronization between auditory and linguistic brain areas (e.g., bilateral auditory cortex, left posterior cingulate cortex, and left superior frontal gyrus). Thus, while SR is clearly present at both behavioral and cortical levels of auditory processing, it remains unclear whether such noise-related enhancements in auditory coding can emerge at more peripheral stages of the auditory system (e.g., brainstem).

Here, we asked whether human subcortical auditory processing shows evidence of SR. To this end, we recorded brainstem frequency-following-responses (FFRs) in the presence of a range of sub- and supra-threshold noise to assess whether subcortical phase-locking to near-threshold periodic stimuli is enhanced in optimal levels of noise. FFRs are scalp-recorded neuromagnetic potentials that reflect sustained amplitude harmonics of 150 Hz fundamental frequency (F0) (cf. Bidelman and Powers, 2018). This FO is above the phase-locking limit of auditory cortical neurons (Joris et al., 2004) and observable FFRs in cortex (Bidelman, 2018; Bidelman and Momtaz, 2021; Brugge et al., 2009; Gorina-Careta et al., 2021; Guo et al., 2021), and thus ensured that FFRs would be of brainstem origin (Bidelman, 2018). All tokens were gated with 10 ms cos² ramps. To ensure a measurable FFR, tone stimuli were presented at 40 dB SPL, which is roughly 5–10 dB above the electrophysiological threshold for low-frequency FFRs (Bidelman and Powers, 2018; Marsh et al., 1974; Stillman et al., 1976).1 In addition to the “no-noise” condition, low-level FFRs were recorded in the presence of concurrent masking noise presented between 20 and 60 dB SPL (7 noise levels). Thus, the effective signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of stimuli ranged from +20 to –20 dB SNR. The masker was a broadband white noise (50–10000 Hz) presented continuously such that it provided a constant backdrop of interference without being time-locked to the stimulus. This ensured FFR measurements (see Section 2.5) were due to phase-locking to the stimulus tone itself and not due to synchronization to the noise. Noise conditions were randomized within and between participants.

Stimulus presentation was controlled by MATLAB® (2019 (The MathWorks, Inc.) routed to a TDT RP2 signal processing interface (Tucker-Davis Technologies). Listeners heard 2000 repetitions of each stimulus presented with fixed, rarefaction polarity2 (ISI = 10 ms) delivered binaurally through electromagnetically shielded ER-2 insert earphones (Etymotic Research) (see Fig. S2 in Price and Bidelman, 2021). Stimulus level was calibrated using a Larson-Davis SPL meter (Model LxT) measured in a 2-cc coupler (IEC 60126).

2.3. FFR recording procedures

All testing was carried out in a double-walled, sound-attenuating booth (Industrial Acoustics Company, Inc., Bronx, New York). EEGs were recorded differentially between Ag/AgCl disc electrodes placed on the scalp at the mid-hairline referenced to linked mastoids (A1/A2) (mid-frontal = ground). This montage is ideal for recording FFRs of midbrain origin (Bidelman, 2015; Chandrasekaran and Kraus, 2010). Impedance was kept <5 kΩ. EEGs were digitized at 10 kHz (Neuroscan SynAmps RT amplifiers) using an online passband of DC – 4000 Hz. Neural signals were then epoched (-5–205 ms window) and averaged in the time domain to derive FFRs for each condition. Sweeps ≥±50 µ were rejected as artifacts prior to averaging. On average (across all subjects and conditions), 1899 ±62 trials survived artifact rejection. Importantly, trial counts did not differ between masker conditions (Fr,98 = 0.86, p = 0.54) indicating FFRs had similar SNR and did not differ in their intrinsic noise level. FFRs were then bandpass filtered (120-1500 Hz; zero-phase – 48 dB/dec) for subsequent analysis. Thus, in addition to the high FO of our stimuli (150 Hz), this high-pass cutoff effectively eradicated cortical activity from our FFRs thereby isolating brainstem responses.

2.4. Behavioral task

We used a 3AFC paradigm to measure tone-in-noise detection thresholds and confirm SR behaviorally. The task was based on customized routines adapted from the PsyAcoustX package for MATLAB (Bidelman et al., 2015). A 2-down, 1-up adaptive tracking procedure

1 I/O functions (i.e., level dependence) of the FFR suggest a threshold of 30 dB SPL at 150 Hz (Bidelman and Powers, 2018).

2 FFR FO is not affected by stimulus polarity manipulations (Kumar et al., 2014). In contrast, the common approach to add responses to alternating (ALT) phase reversed stimuli distorts the representation of the FFR and reduces it to a envelope following potential containing minimal fine structure (Aiken and Picton, 2008). Contrary to popular belief, ALT polarity also does not allow full separation of the cochlear microphonic (CM) (Chimento & Schreiner, 1990).
Thresholds in a no-noise (i.e., listeners’ remaining interval). Condition order was randomized within and between subjects. Stimulus presentation was controlled by MATLAB and delivered binaurally through Sennheiser HD 280 Pro headphones.

2.5. Data analysis

2.5.1. Behavioral data

We measured threshold shifts relative to the unmasked condition by subtracting no-noise and tone-in-noise thresholds for each noise level. Improvement in the tone detection threshold at any particular noise level (SNR) compared to no-noise indicates SR.

2.5.2. Electrophysiological data

We computed the FFT from each FFR waveform (2048-point FFT). From each spectrum, we measured the magnitude of the response F0, relative to the surrounding noise floor, to quantify the degree of neural phase-locking to pitch-relevant information (e.g., Bidelman and Powers, 2018; Bidelman et al., 2014). Because of the short duration of the pre-stimulus interval, we instead estimated the noise floor from the (post-stimulus) response spectrum. We used a 20-point moving average filter to smooth the FFTs. This eradicated harmonics of the evoked FFR response from the spectrum, providing an estimate of the resting-state EEG noise spectrum (see Fig. 2b). F0 was then identified as the spectral amplitude in the FFT nearest 150 Hz (i.e., the stimulus F0). Amplitudes were then expressed relative to the noise floor. Tracking changes in F0 across noise levels allowed us to assess whether near-threshold FRFs showed an enhancement in signal amplitude at certain noise levels and thus evidence of SR.

2.6. Statistical analysis

We analyzed the data using one-way, mixed-model ANOVAs in R (v1.3.1073) (lme4 package; Bates et al., 2015). The fixed effect was noise level (9 levels for behavioral threshold shift (Fig. 1a); 8 levels for FFR (Fig. 2b)). Subjects were modeled as a random factor by allowing for a random intercept per subject [i.e., FFRamp ~ noiseLevel + (1 | subject)]. Stochastic resonance is defined as a facilitatory improvement in response amplitude under select levels of noise (McDonnell and Abbott, 2009; McDonnell and Ward, 2011). To test for this specific s-shaped pattern in the data, following the omnibus ANOVA, we used cubic polynomial contrasts (coefficients determined by the emmeans package; Lenth, 2020) [behavior threshold shifts=\((-7, 5, 7, -3, -7, -5, 7)\)] to explicitly model whether behavioral and neural variables conformed to this pattern (i.e., amplitude change to a local maxima/minima, return to baseline, then increasing indefinitely). Additionally, we also used one-tailed t-tests to assess whether low-level maskers induced an improvement in tone detection relative to the unmasked baseline condition (i.e., threshold shifts differed from 0) and similarly, whether FFR strength was greater than the noise floor. These a priori t-tests were uncorrected for multiple comparisons. Initial diagnostics (QQ- and residual plots) confirmed normality and heterogeneity of variance assumptions for parametric ANOVAs. A priori significance level was set at \(\alpha = 0.05\). Effect sizes are reported as \(\eta^2_p\).

3. Results

3.1. Behavioral data

Threshold shifts for tone detection relative to the unmasked condition are shown in Fig. 1a. Thresholds varied strongly with low-level noise \([F_{8,112} = 180.08, p < 0.0001, \eta^2_p = 0.93]\) (Fig. 1a). Detection worsened (i.e., thresholds elevated) once noise became audible (\(\sim 20\) dB), an expected masking effect. However, in low-level subthreshold noise, listeners showed improvements (negative threshold shifts) at certain masker levels [cubic contrast: \(t_{112} = 8.94, p < 0.0001, \eta^2_p = 0.42\)]. This dip (i.e., local threshold improvement) is indicative of SR. SR was more apparent at the individual rather than group level. Subject S5, for example, showed \(\sim 5\) dB improvement in tone detection with inaudible noise at \(-10\) dB SPL. However, the SR effect was subject to stark individual differences. Across our sample, the strength of SR ranged between 5 and 15 dB (Fig. 1b) and occurred at different levels of subthreshold noise (Fig. 1c).

On average, listeners showed SR characterized by a \(\sim 2.5\) dB threshold improvement for noise levels between \(\pm 15\) dB SPL (t-test against 0 dB threshold shift, one-tailed; \(t_{14} = -5.84, p < 0.0001, \eta^2_p = 0.71\)) always below the threshold of the masker (t-test against \(19.3\) dB SPL\(^1\), one-tailed; \(t_{14} = 8.69, p < 0.0001, \eta^2_p = 0.84\)). Though, this comparison would likely be more accurate had noise-only thresholds been measured per listener\(^2\).

We note these behavioral thresholds shifts are small. However, the null hypothesis predicts that no (i.e., 0 dB) threshold shift should occur for tones in inaudible noise. Any departure from the 0 dB in Fig. 1a is evidence of SR. Still, one question that arises is whether the small magnitudes of these shifts are greater than noise floor of the task itself. To address this issue, we used the within-subject standard error in listeners’ thresholds (no-noise condition) to estimate the reliability and thus noise level of each participant’s threshold estimate in the task (Saberi and Green, 1996). Average standard error in these thresholds across listeners was 1.48 dB across listeners given the parameters of our adaptive tracking procedure (see shading, Fig. 1b). This suggests the magnitude of threshold shift (i.e., SR effect) was outside the noise floor of the task (i.e., shading in Fig. 1b) for 10/15 (66%) of participants. The magnitude of SR observed here (0-5 dB), while subtle, is also consistent with the magnitude and noise levels reported to elicit SR in previous psychoacoustic studies (Zeng et al., 2000). These data confirm the counterintuitive phenomenon that optimal levels of subthreshold noise can enhance auditory signal detection in some listeners.

\(^1\) 19.3 dB SPL reflects the absolute threshold for the noise alone determined in n=2 pilot subjects.

\(^2\) In their model simulations of adaptive psychophysical tracking procedures, Saberi and Green (1996) report that for a 2-down 1-up tracking rule and step size of 5 dB (as used here), the standard error of threshold estimate is 1.41 dB \((\sim 4\) dB/\(\sqrt{N_{\text{reversals}}}, 1\) here \(N_{\text{reversals}}=8\); see their Fig. 3). This theoretical estimate of the task’s inherent noise agrees closely with our empirical data, where the average standard error in listeners’ threshold estimates was 1.48 dB.
Fig. 1. Behavioral thresholds reveal stochastic resonance in hearing. (a) Tone detection thresholds relative to the no-noise (unmasked) condition. Black line, grand average data (n = 15); Blue ○ = representative subject. Red shading = audible noise levels that produce masking, elevating thresholds 1 dB/dB (dotted line). Gray shading = ± 1 s.e.m. Tone in noise thresholds are generally stable for inaudible (sub-threshold) maskers. However, listeners show 2–5 dB of threshold improvement at certain optimal masker levels (e.g., −10 dB SPL for subject S5). (b) Maximum threshold improvement across listeners. SR benefits range from 0 to 5 dB across the sample and occur at different subthreshold noise levels. Shading, estimated noise level of the task computed from the standard error of threshold measurements in the last 8 reversals of the adaptive track (Saberi and Green, 1996). Most (66%) participants’ threshold shifts (i.e., SR magnitude) fall outside the noise floor of the task. (c) Noise level at SR corresponding to the maximum threshold shift as observed in panel b. Listeners showed SR below the estimated threshold for the noise alone (19.3 dB SPL, red dotted line). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 2. FFRs reveal stochastic resonance in human auditory brainstem responses. (a) Grand average FFR waveforms elicited by near-threshold (40 dB SPL) complex tones (no-noise and 20 dB masked conditions). Note the reduced periodicity in noise, indicating weaker phase-locking to the stimulus F0. (b) Grand average FFR spectra across select masking conditions. Yellow shading, spectral window for F0 quantification. Red trace, 20 dB response shown in panel a. (c) FFR amplitudes across noise levels. Dotted line = noise floor. Certain masker levels (e.g., see 30 dB SPL) boost the low-level FFR above the noise floor (*p < 0.05; one tailed t-test against 0), suggesting brainstem phase-locking is enhanced in optimal levels of noise (i.e., SR), error bars = ± 1 s.e.m. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
3.2. Frequency-following responses (FFRs)

Grand average FFR waveforms and spectra elicited by near-threshold (40 dB SPL) complex tones are shown in Fig. 2a and b, respectively. The introduction of noise expectedly decreased neural phase locking at F0. Nevertheless, low-level FFRs were strongly modulated by the level of concurrent noise \( [F_{7,98} = 4.33, p = 0.00032, \eta^2_p = 0.24] \). More critically, responses were enhanced in the presence of specific intensities of low-level noise (between 40 and 30 dB SPL), consistent with SR. The small neural effect was confirmed via a polynomial contrast, which suggested a localized “bump” (i.e., improvement) in absolute FFR amplitudes around ~35 dB SPL of noise (cubic contrast: \( t_{98} = 2.71, p = 0.0077, \eta^2_p = 0.07 \))\(^5\). Despite noise initially decreasing neural phase locking, FFRs emerged significantly above the noise floor in 30- and 40-dB SPL of noise (i.e., 0 dB and + 10 dB SNR) (one tailed t-tests against 0; \( p < 0.05 \); Fig. 2d). Importantly, noise floor amplitudes did not significantly differ across conditions \( [F_{7,98} = 2.03, p = 0.06, \eta^2_p = 0.13] \), confirming changes in FFR F0 strength were due to phase-locking to the stimulus F0 and not simply a raising or lowering of the noise of recorded responses. However, the correlation between behavioral (Fig. 1c) and FFR amplitude (mean of 40 and 30 dB SPL where SR was observed neuraly; see \(^*\) in Fig. 2c) was not significant.

We further tested for SR effects via a secondary assay of neural synchronization strength by measuring inter-trial phase locking (ITPL) (Anderson et al., 2021; Jenkins et al., 2018; Lachaux et al., 1999; Zhu et al., 2013). In contrast to F0 amplitude, which is computed on each listener’s ensemble (trial-wise) averaged FFR, ITPL considers the phase synchronization of the response across single trials of the data (see Supplemental Materials). Mirroring F0 results, FFR phase-locking at the F0 (i.e., ITPL) showed a boost in strength at similar masker levels (cf. Fig. 2c and Fig. 5i) despite responses initially being masked at more favorable SNRs. Collectively, these findings suggest brainstem phase locking is enhanced at optimal levels of noise resulting in SR.

4. Discussion

In the present study, we found evidence of SR in both behavioral and brainstem electrophysiological responses. Behaviorally, we found tone detection slightly improved in low-level, subthreshold noise, though this perceptual effect was small and variable across ears. Paralleling these perceptual benefits, electrophysiological recordings of tone evoked FFRs showed enhanced brainstem phase locking in optimal low-level noise. Our findings establish a neural correlate of SR at subcortical levels of the auditory system and suggest that under some circumstances, noise benefits both the behavioral and neural encoding of complex periodic sounds.


Behaviorally, we found an average of ~2.5 dB threshold improvement for noise levels between ±15 dB SPL, always below the detection threshold of the masker itself. These results are consistent with the magnitude and noise levels reported to elicit SR in previous psychoacoustic studies (Zeng et al., 2000). They also confirm the counterritalutive phenomenon that optimal levels of subthreshold noise can enhance auditory signal detection. Although we confirmed noise-related improvements in perception, the magnitude of this effect was relatively small (2–5 dB). One explanation for the small behavioral effect is the stark individual differences we observed in SR. This could be because internal noise already present in the auditory system (i.e., spontaneous neural activity) interacts with the externally presented physical noise (Hanna et al., 1986). Indeed, detection and intensity discrimination of sinusoidal signals elicit shallower psychometric functions in noise compared to quiet (Hanna et al., 1986). Thus, perception in quiet might be limited to internal noise whereas, perception in external noise (as in our study) might be influenced by interactions between both intrinsic and extrinsic noise sources (cf. Gold et al., 2004; Lutfi et al., 2017; Schölvinck et al., 2012). In support of this notion, and despite major differences in acoustic vs. electrical hearing, differences in threshold improvement between individuals with normal hearing (2 dB) compared to individuals with cochlear/brainstem implants (2–6 dB) might be due to a reduction of internal noise in the latter group due to hearing impairment (Zeng et al., 2000).

4.2. Subcortical SR: Noise enhances brainstem FFR phase locking

By measuring near-threshold brainstem FFRs in low-level noise, we show significant enhancements in phase locking at optimal levels of noise resulting in SR. Our FFR results are consistent with previous cortical electrophysiological studies (Stufflebeam et al., 2000) which found enhanced evoked responses by a weak stimulus when low-level background noise was added. Even though introducing noise initially decreased neural phase-locking from the no-noise condition, surprisingly, FFRs emerged above the noise floor at select noise levels. FFRs were especially prominent above the noise floor in 30- and 40-dB SPL of noise (i.e., 0 dB and + 10 dB SNR). Though the amplitude of F0 for the noise conditions was above the noise floor, it was always smaller than the no-noise condition. Thus, we find an initial diminishment of near-threshold FFRs with the introduction of some noise—an expected masking effect. FFR phase-locking is then partially reinstated at more moderate noise levels (e.g., “mid-level bump”, Fig. 2c)—suggestive of SR. FFRs are then subsequently eradicated to the noise floor at increasingly higher noise levels—indicative of (over)masking.

The range of values over which SR emerged was slightly smaller for FFRs (~25 dB range; Fig. 2) compared to what we observed behaviorally (~30 dB range; Fig. 1). Differences in the “operating point” of SR presumably reflect the fact that FFRs were recorded with suprathreshold tones whereas the behavioral SR was measured at thresholds. Though typically described as a near-threshold phenomenon, it is conceivable that SR can emerge for suprathreshold stimuli as observed in our FFRs if low spontaneous rate auditory neurons, which have higher thresholds, are more engaged by the suprathreshold stimuli in our task. Single unit recordings in animals would be needed to test this possibility by assessing SR in sub-populations of neurons.

Theoretically, it has been suggested that greater stochastic resonance is observed when noise (i.e., spontaneous activity) among different neurons is uncorrelated (Collins et al., 1996a; Parnas, 1996). In contrast, external noise might partially correlate cross-channel neuronal activity (Collins et al., 1996a; Parnas, 1996) thereby worsening signal detection at threshold—as observed in the visual system (e.g., Gutnisky et al., 2017; Schölvinck et al., 2012). Also, studies using intracellular recordings have shown that adding an optimal amount of noise increases the information flow in the auditory nerve (Stufflebeam et al., 2000). At a cortical level, these effects have been shown to manifest as a decrease in latency rather than an increase in the amplitude of cortical responses (Collins et al., 1996a; Stufflebeam et al., 2000). Our use of single polarity stimuli and a mastoid reference electrode also suggests our FFRs likely contained some pickup of the cochlear microphonic (CM) (Chimento and Schreiner, 1990)—though auditory nerve contributions to the FFR are more likely (Bidelman, 2015; Bidelman, 2018; Bidelman and Montaz, 2021). This raises the intriguing possibility that SR might be observed even more peripherally than the midbrain generators of the FFR (e.g., Henry, 1999), perhaps as early as the cochlea. Future studies are needed to test this possibility.

We did not find a correlation between the behavioral and the FFR.

\(^5\) Note that the “bump” in FFRs is due to the increase in absolute amplitude above the noise floor. This contrasts the behavioral data which plot thresholds relative to the clean condition making the putative perceptual SR “bump” (i.e., threshold improvement) a downward change in the response.
measures of SR. In addition to the large inter-subject variability, several explanations might account for this null brain-behavior correspondence. First, given the mismatch between behavioral and electrophysiological thresholds, neural and behavioral SR were measured at different overall sound levels—though both near their respective thresholds. In addition, behavior engages the entire auditory system (including higher-level perceptual systems), well beyond the midbrain and lower neural generators which primarily drive the FFR (Bidelman, 2015; Bidelman, 2018; Bidelman and Momtaz, 2021). Thus, even if an SR effect is observed in the FFR, higher-level “signal detection” systems may not be affected by the addition of noise in the same manner. Relatedly, the neural code used to behaviorally detect a near-threshold stimulus likely extends beyond the mere brainstem temporal phase-locking that underlies the FFR and may require a different coding strategy entirely (e.g., rate-based rather than temporal representation). Lastly, listeners combine information across harmonics to construct a unitary pitch percept (Bidelman and Krishnan, 2009; Gockel et al., 2007; Terhardt et al., 1982). Consequently, behavioral SR likely depends on the physiological response to all tone harmonics, and not just at F0 where FFR phase-locking was quantified. This point might also account for the stronger SR effects observed in F0 amplitude (Fig. 2) vs. ITPL measures (Fig. S1); the former is driven by FFRs to all harmonically related components of the signal F0 whereas the latter reflects phase-locking primarily at the F0. The aforementioned factors may also account for why the behavioral results did not completely mirror electrophysiological responses in our study.

5. Conclusion

Our findings provide novel evidence for stochastic resonance in the human auditory brainstem and suggest that under some circumstances, noise can benefit both the behavioral and neural encoding of complex sounds. The presence of SR at pre-attentive, subcortical levels of human auditory processing, coupled with previous observations in cochlear and cortical physiological responses, indicates neural resonance phenomena are likely widely distributed across the auditory hierarchy. More broadly, SR may reflect an intrinsic mechanism of brain function, a form of entrainment that aids sensory-perceptual coding (Bidelman and Patro, 2016; Coffey et al., 2021; Gourévitch et al., 2020).

Future avenues of work could investigate how the objective indices of SR observed here are altered with experiential factors known to enhance (e.g., musicianship) or hinder (e.g., hearing loss) the processing of noise-degraded acoustic signals (e.g., Anderson et al., 2012; Bidelman and Krishnan, 2010; Bidelman and Yoo, 2020; Bidelman and Momtaz, 2021; Price et al., 2019; Song et al., 2011). Moreover, speech-in-noise listening abilities vary substantially among even normal hearing listeners (Bidelman, 2017; Bidelman et al., 2018; Song et al., 2011). Future studies could test the possibility that noise deficits in otherwise “normal-hearing” individuals vary according to the degree to which their auditory neural responses express more or less SR.
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